m i c h a e l t. m a r t i n
study of black filmmaking as an art form, cultural and political practice, and historical activity; engage in conversation with other cinematic traditions, movements, and practices in world cinema; stimulate new, and refresh traditional, theoretical and analytical perspectives; privilege the study of "new forms of cinematic practice"; disseminate research to enhance the teaching of black film; and serve as a repository and showcase for black artistic and intellectual achievement.
Black Camera will also constitute a forum to debate and challenge received and ensconced views and assumptions about filmmaking practices in the African diaspora, where new, evolving, and long-standing cinematic formations and traditions are in play.
Our readership is you: scholar/researchers, media professionals and cinéastes, and the public interested generally in cultural production and visual forms of representation.
The contents of the inaugural issue embody the stated project and geographical scope of Black Camera and engage with the above thematic concerns. The essays and interviews are organized into three distinctive sections followed by film and book reviews, archival news, and professional notes.
The first section is devoted to the study of African cinema and comprises three essays, beginning with the distinguished film scholar Roy Armes's survey of the long history of filmmaking in the Maghreb in "Cinemas of the Maghreb." Armes addresses the evolution of film production in Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia during the postindependence period, emphasizing the role of the state in the formation and development of these national cinemas. Moreover, he discusses the necessity of Maghrebian filmmakers "to be independent auteurs" and examines the realist style that predominates in the region to address the Arab world's social problems. Kenneth W. Harrow's theorized and vexing essay on "Trash and a New Approach to Cinema Engagé" follows. In it, Harrow elaborates and extends arguments he developed in Postcolonial African Cinema and deploys the concept of "trash" as a means to revisit and dispense with prevailing assumptions about African film criticism with its legitimization of filmmaking practices that he asserts "have not substantially changed in forty years." Harrow's project is no less the call for a new African "cinematic order." The focus on African cinema concludes with the essay by Martin Mhando and Keyan G. Tomaselli on "Film and Trauma: Africa Speaks to Itself through Truth and Reconciliation Films." Here, the authors take up what we discern as a subgenre-trauma cinema-and its mediational role and deployment against "wars, gender oppression, slavery, and [the] trauma project."
Caribbean cinema is the focus of the second section. In the lead essay, "Caribbean Cinematic Créolité," Gilberto M. Blasini convincingly argues the case for a "cinematic créolité," as a means of comprehending Afrodiasporic communities and "the social, political, and cultural processes of syncretism" in the Caribbean. This concept and its deployment is discernable in the narrative and representational strategies he discusses in several films under study, including La última cena (Tomás Gutiérrez Alea, 1976) , Quilombo (Carlos Diegues, 1984) , and Almacita de Desolato (Felix de Rooy, 1986) . In "The Emergence of Caribbean Feature Films," Bruce Paddington and Keith Q. Warner map the history and trajectories of cinematic formations in the Caribbean from colonial rule in the late nineteenth century, when films were first introduced in the region and where later they served as a setting for early English and Hollywood productions, to the contemporary period. The authors focus on political factors and the rise of nationalism and independence movements and their consequential impact on film production in the region, especially Cuba, Trinidad and Tobago, Haiti, and Jamaica. For the latter country, the authors elaborate the social and political context and historical significance of The Harder They Come (Perry Henzell, 1972 ), Jamaica's first feature film. Closing this section is Jane Bryce's nuanced and illuminating conversation with Senegalese filmmaker Moussa Sene Absa, who is currently a visiting lecturer at the University of the West Indies at Cave Hill, Barbados. In contradistinction to Hollywood, Absa reflects on the "dynamism of popular culture," as the raw material "for a local film aesthetic" and how its visual and aural attributes contribute to an appreciation of the indigenous world and that capacitates "modes of self-perception, self-construction, and self-evaluation."
Similarly, the last section is comprised of three pieces and is devoted to the black cinematic experience in the United States. We begin with Sheril D. Antonio's provocative essay and conceptualization of space in "The UrbanRural Binary in Black American Film and Culture." She examines how black narratives, framed by urban and rural settings, illuminate race relations in the United States and asserts that the "urban-rural binary is an incubator for what I call the composite character, which refers to any form of reinvented blackness." Antonio argues that, as a key factor in American history and "post-slavery blackness," this binary frames black identities and enables us to comprehend contemporary black life in America. Next follows a lengthy conversation between Eileen Julien and Michael T. Martin with one of the most discerning American cinematic voices of the second half of the twentieth century-Charles Burnett. Here Burnett discusses his film practice, aesthetic and social concerns, the UCLA film school experience, and the obstacles to working in Hollywood and mainstream media. The interview concludes with Burnett's ruminations on the similarities and distinctions between Killer of Sheep (1977) and Namibia: The Struggle for Liberation (2007) . The section concludes with David Rowntree's essay "Out of the Ar-
